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SPONSOR: RISKONNECT

• Riskonnect, a Thoma Bravo portfolio company, is the trusted, preferred 
source of integrated risk management technology, offering a growing 
suite of solutions on a world-class cloud computing model that enable 
clients to elevate their programs for management of all risks across the 
enterprise. 

• Riskonnect, which was recognized as a Leader in The Forrester Wave™: 
Governance, Risk, and Compliance Platforms, Q1 2018, allows 
organizations to holistically understand, manage, and control risks, 
positively affecting shareholder value.

• For more information about Riskonnect, visit www.riskonnect.com or call
+1-770-790-4700. 

http://www.riskonnect.com/
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Riskonnect Overview:  Company Profile

280+
World-Class
Customers

65%
Client Growth
Over 4 Years

50%
User Growth

YOY

Users in
80+

Countries

MISSION
Empower business 
professionals to 
make better 
strategic decisions 
while managing risks 
across their entire 
organization with 
greater transparency 
and efficiency.

Decade of 
Consistent 
Growth and 

Client Success

Global
Provider of 

Integrated Risk 
Management 

Solutions
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Riskonnect Overview:  2018 FORRESTER WAVE™ LEADER 

Riskonnect Recognized as a Leader in 
The Forrester Wave™: 
Governance, Risk, and Compliance Platforms.

Earned the highest possible scores in the following criteria:

● Document Management

● Input/Output
● Distribution and Communication 

and Language Support

● End User Experience

● Risk and Control Management

● Integration Capabilities

● Organizational Context
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Regulatory intelligence when properly integrated and triaged, can directly support the strategy and performance of the business.  If Google or Microsoft seizes on the value of being a first mover driven by an upside or downside regulatory change, there is a competitive advantage to be had.



Risk-based decisions 
demand regulatory 

and framework based 
context.

Business Impact 
Assessments across 
all risk management 

functions should 
measure regulatory 

and framework 
implications

Connected POV to 
real-time regulatory 
change supports our 

business strategy and 
optimizes performance

Embedding regulatory 
intelligence into the 
planning and design 
components of risk 
management and 
audit programs is 

essential

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Significant sense of urgency to shift from reactive data to proactive data to deliver tangible valueRisk professionals are overly focused on WCGW, re-position your lens to talk opportunities with your stakeholdersAcquire adaptive technology that supports rapid continuous improvement and a cost model that enables greater autonomy and innovation without sacrifice
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The Criticality of Content Intelligence
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Riskonnect + UCF Partnership

Multiple vendors offer UCF, but 
how does one differentiate?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Delivering proprietary tools and capabilities Innovative use cases that span Integrated Risk ManagementUCF has demystified regulatory compliance controls maze by building common controls frameworkRiskonnect’s CCH API based integration with UCF, quickly bring your organization relevant regulations/authority documents controls in RiskonnectSave Time & Money by putting common control benefits in action with test once report manyQuickly perform controls gap analysis comparing two sets up regulatory controls
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Multi-Source Intelligence

Aggregated 
and 

Normalized 
Data

Commercial

Open 
Source

End User 
Created

Partner 
Influence

Industry 
Led

Community 
Driven

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is no single source, universal source of global regulatory intelligence.  Companies need to define the applicable laws and regulations.
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Profiling Intelligence Sources

DepthBreadth

Timeliness

Extensibility Aggregation, 
Normalization

SpecializationActionable 
Intel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Breadth of CoverageWhat areas of the threat landscape, and then what use cases, can the provider deliver, and in what form factors (MRTI or reports or threat analyst access). For example:What threats do they cover?Are they focused on phishing, malware, deep/dark web, social media, etc.All of these are, to a large degree, disciplines in their own right.Depth and AccuracyJust as important as how much information is available is how that information can be specifically targeted for you. Concurrently, having a high level of action-oriented fidelity is important. Some flavors of TI can age out in time frames measured in hours.Ability to ExecuteHow long has the provider been in the market? How viable is it? If its client base doubles, could it service you with the same level of satisfaction? Is it financially viable?ExtensibilityAre you able to use the TI in multiple ways, for different processes and within a range of tools? Some TI comes in a "black box," which can be described as single purpose or single use. If you want/need to use TI in multiple tools and processes, having it available in ways and formats that support this is a must.SpecializationMany TI providers are deep specialists in specific areas and techniques they use to understand the threat landscape. Understanding this specialization is key, because it helps you align provider capabilities with the perspective you need to address the risks for which you are looking for assistance.AggregateOnce you receive multiple forms, types and coverage areas of TI, you need to be able to gather it all together in one place and aggregate TI. This involves such things as the deduplication of overlapping intelligence, enrichment, storage and sharing (see "Technology Overview for Threat Intelligence Platforms"). TIPs are the most sophisticated product examples of the ability to aggregate large volumes of TI for enrichment, normalization, deduplication, search and usage in other tools and processes. However, they are not alone, and there are other categories as well.ActionThis is where you are taking what is delivered and making it real or "actioning" the intelligence. Because there is so much TI, just knowing about something can be considered academic per se if you are not then taking this and "doing something" with the knowledge you now have. This is easily the biggest issue with TI, as well as the biggest opportunity for security leaders if they can convert knowledge into action. IT security leaders are advised to start with the end in mind. Define the problems you have or knowledge you lack, and use that to inform your decisions on the types of TI to "acquire" and what you need to "aggregateAggregation and NormalizationThe huge number of global legal, regulatory and administrative requirements and the variety of standards, guidelines and frameworks require compliance managers to merge and normalize mapping of requirements to controls and other compliance activities. Add to this the growing requirements for compliance within the scope required by business relationships and internally generated mandates, and one can see how the role of the compliance leader has become increasingly challenging.Requirements come from multiple sources, often conflicting entirely or in part. This means the challenge of aggregating, normalizing and designing controls has grown beyond the ability of manual effort, even when supported by basic technology such as spreadsheets.The ability to take inputs from a wide range of sources and create a policy set that is easy to understand, support and manage is the foundation for measuring and reporting compliance across regulatory, commercial and organizational frameworks. Features within this capability include out-of-the-box content that is variable and diverse. Features within this capability include:Corporate compliance requirements, such as the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA), the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA) and the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX)Industry-specific regulatory guidelines, such as those from the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), Basel III, Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP), anti-money-laundering (AML) controls, the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) and the New York State Department of Financial Services (DFS)Information security and privacy regulations and other similar mandates, such as those from the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 27001, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 800-53, the Payment Card Industry (PCI), the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the Chinese Cybersecurity LawRisk frameworks such as COBIT, the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO) and ITILBusiness compliance management (BCM) frameworks, such as the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC) Business Continuity Planning, ISO 22301:2012 and 22313, National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 1600, and Department of Homeland Security/Federal Emergency Management Agency (DHS/FEMA) National Incident Management System/Incident Command System (NIMS/ICS)Fraud management and other business-aligned risk areasAccess to additional data feeds to supplement out-of-the-box contentThe ability to support custom compliance requirementsThe ability to address conflicts between various requirements in a defensible manner
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Success with Content Intelligence - The End User Experience

- Simple User Experience
- Personalization
- Automation
- Robust and Flexible Analysis (e.g. Gap Analysis, 

Rationalization, Redundancy)
- Defensible Positioning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Utilizing technology the internalize capabilities and develop sustainable practices is a competitive advantage.
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Content must be Intelligent and Simple

- Visualization and dynamic interactive reporting is key
- Content for the sake of content does not provide value
- Many to many data models that support bidirectional 

interaction helps
- Connecting content to data points (e.g. risks, controls, audit 

plans, issues, etc.) is where the value creation originates and 
intelligence is born

- Geographic and industry specific capabilities is always in 
demand

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Regulatory Content and IntelligenceSome organizations want to connect their internal loss data with regulatory requirements to understand the sanctions they may face and aggregate risk data across silos so that it can be used to make better business decisions.Industry AlignmentSome verticals are more unique than others. Examples include energy and utilities, mining, and construction, all of which are safety-based, or pharmaceutical and biotech, which have FDA requirements that are not common in other industries. These type of organizations may wish to consider compliance management vendors that focus only on their industry.Geographical Alignment and SupportOrganizations are becoming more complex. They are covering different business processes, jurisdictions and even languages. Customer support level and multilingual support varies by different vendors.
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Key Foundational Use Cases

Integration of Content 
Intelligence into fundamental 
risk management activities:

- Policy Management
- Risk Assessment
- Business Process Modeling
- Control Design, Operation and 

Monitoring
- Issue and Remediation 

Management
- Reporting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Business Process Modeling - as is, future state, what-if impact in context of regulatory and framework changes.  Audit trail and posterity is essential.Workflow and Business Process ManagementOne of the most difficult challenges for compliance leaders is the speed of change. Compliance management is largely composed of myriad workflows and processes with dynamic interdependencies. Successful compliance leaders are able to deploy, manage, maintain and report on process workflows in near real time.New compliance requirements are popping up all the time and must be integrated into existing workflows. New regulations and iterations of existing regulations present an ever-changing compliance landscape. Increasingly complex commercial relationships and shifting internal compliance needs make the process of managing the program more difficult.Changing roles and responsibilities add another layer of complexity to process implementation and management.CCO tools integrate new requirements, balance existing compliance requirements and regulations, and integrate the entirety into the compliance and control framework. Features within this capability include:Regulatory change managementThe ability to handle feeds from regulatory and oversight entitiesMapping of new and modified requirements into existing frameworksIntegration with compliance processesSupport for granular roles and responsibilities within compliance processesAlignment with and support for an incident escalation processControl Assessments and MonitoringThis functional area supports the process of assessing compliance risks and controls, reporting on violations or variances, and attesting to controls and compliance. These functions help organizations automate the workflows, analysis and data repository requirements associated with control assessment. Features within this capability include:Control assessment and attestation workflowSurvey functions to support data gatheringControl catalog and reportingEmployee training and certificationInterface with other IRM solution initiativesCompliance metrics/reportingInvestigative Case ManagementNo matter how strong and mature processes are, there will invariably be violations and other incidents. The ability to input, track, escalate, manage and close cases related to active and passive compliance violations brings the system full circle. Case management supports tracking and reporting on compliance-related incidents. Features within this capability include:Compliance incident management/loss event capture and analysis (people, process and technological)Support for interdepartmental collaborationIncident (instances of noncompliance with an internal policy or external regulation) management workflowWhistleblower capabilitiesTracking and escalation processCCO technologies are some of the most mature in the risk management solution marketplace. Most commonly, they are used to comply with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) and similar financial reporting rules. Capabilities to support anti-fraud or anti-bribery and ethics compliance are starting to be incorporated into CCO solutions. Gartner has seen some increased focus from clients on broader compliance efforts, but the growth has been slow. This is partly because it is difficult to align different compliance functions and their varying working methods. On the other hand, some compliance functions are simply unwilling to give up their established solutions that reasonably meet their own isolated needs.
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Unified Compliance Framework – a Common Controls Framework

• Regulatory Nature of the Insurance Industry

• How to Simplify the Process of Compliance

• Harmonizing Controls to a Framework

• Common Language for Communication

•Tagging Citations

•Matching Controls

•Creating a List of Authority Documents
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Regulatory Nature of the Insurance Industry

• Need to Keep Data Private – Federal and State
• State Privacy Laws

• 45 CFR Part 164 – Security and Privacy

• Comply with Requirements and Best Practices
• NIST 800-53r4

• ISO 27001

• Applies to All Insurance
• Insurance Data Security Model Law, NAIC MDL-668

• Standards for Safeguarding Customer Information Model Regulation, NAIC MDL-673

• Privacy of Consumer Financial and Health Information Regulation, NAIC MDL-672
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Simplify the Process of Compliance – Identify Overlap
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Harmonize to a Common Control Framework
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Harmonizing Controls to a Framework

Authority Document 
Research Citation Extraction

Tagging Mandates for 
Verbs and Nouns Matching Mandates to Controls

Term Mapping Mapping Terms to Named Entities
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An Example with NIST 800-171

UCF Common Control

Different
Words; Same 
Requirement
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Common Language for Communication - Dictionary

1

2

3

4
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Common Language for Communication – Tagging Mandates
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Common Language for Communication – Matching Controls
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Common Language for Communication – Matching Controls
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Common Language for Communication - Harmonization

• 01226 - Assess all security incidents to determine what information was accessed.
• NAIC MDL-668 Section 5.B(3)

• NAIC MDL-668 Section 5.B(1)

• California OPP Notification of Security Breach Part III Timing of Notification ¶ 1

• NIST 800-53 IR-9a

• NIST 800-53 IR-9e

• ISO 27001 A.16.1.4

• 00785 - Train all personnel and third parties, as necessary.
• NAIC MDL-673 Section 7 ¶ 1.B.

• NIST 800-53 AC-22b

• NIST 800-53 PS-3(2)

• ISO 27001 § 7.2 ¶ 1(c)

• ISO 27001 § 7.2.2
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The Solution (Riskonnect)

• Riskonnect’s API based integration with CCH

• Customize UCF regulations & controls for your organization

• Compare regulatory standards for overlaps and gaps analysis

• Controls Assessment / Audit, Evidence Collection & Issue Reporting

• Issue Risk Measurement and Mitigation

• Save time and money by test once report many with Common Controls
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QUESTIONS
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SPONSOR: RISKONNECT

• Riskonnect, a Thoma Bravo portfolio company, is the trusted, preferred 
source of integrated risk management technology, offering a growing 
suite of solutions on a world-class cloud computing model that enable 
clients to elevate their programs for management of all risks across the 
enterprise. 

• Riskonnect, which was recognized as a Leader in The Forrester Wave™: 
Governance, Risk, and Compliance Platforms, Q1 2018, allows 
organizations to holistically understand, manage, and control risks, 
positively affecting shareholder value.

• For more information about Riskonnect, visit www.riskonnect.com or call
+1-770-790-4700. 

http://www.riskonnect.com/
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